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Friction set to
storm St Austell

•

Major Drum n bass promoter comes to town

•

Simon ‘Bassline’ Smith heading the line-up

Plymouth’s premier drum n bass crew are set to make their St Austell debut
by rocking the foundations of Puls8 night club! The new bi-monthly event
will begin on Thursday 27th November and is being headed up by Simon
‘Bassline’ Smith of Technique recordings. With a solid line-up of awesome
supporting DJs, this one is going to go right off!
Influenced by his love of underground funk, soul and hip-hop the infamous Simon 'Bassline'
Smith started spinning the decks at an early age. At this point in his life he was setting the
stage for the rest of his musical career by pioneering the sound of the underground all over
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the UK which was the basis of the rave scene as we know it today. He was given the name
'Bassline' after destroying the majority of the speakers at the parties at which he played.
In addition to Simon 'Bassline' Smith, the event is due to showcase performances from
resident DJs Fibua, Indica, Chuck D, Deface and Bassblind with MCs Toggz, Razor,
Stealthman, and Newquay’s very own Vizor. Also on the menu are amazing dancers who are
making a name for themselves on the dance scene from Arkangels.
Future Friction fixtures include a January event with Nicky Blackmarket and the legend Ray
Keith booked for March. The month of May will see a pre-summer party with a special guest
they’re keeping under the lid till nearer the date, but they'll be no disappointment!

The promoters, Simon Zeslawski an Kieren Le-Mar are very happy to be bringing this event to
the area as Drum N Bass is not heard of in Puls8 and they are both looking forward to the
outcome. They say “We want all local DJ'S an MC'S to get in touch for a chance of joining us
on the nights we have coming up, and we want DJs out of their bedrooms and into the clubs,
alongside some of the biggest names in the dance scene”.
Friction runs from 10pm until 2am and costs £5 or £4 with a flyer. This is just the promotion
that St Austell has been waiting for, and in the words of the promoters… "Its gonna smash it!"
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